FARM AND GARDEN

(Bar 'AGRICOLA')

The Garden

During the coming months? Think

As a first step, get hold of a

beds or starting new ones should

train, the work of re-forming old

further action. I:

I'll try. In the I HUP

rrnlltle*.

To leave on,. n*m*ef

ane consumer can only beat the

produce in a relatively limited

been

in independent outlook. What a

in one direction is usually fol-

i:niged. A lapse hero or a lapse

nr

there when action was called for

up for lost time, and

rush job in the gardtn can make

>iu* thinking to suppose • that a

need no urge, but beginners and

niuMtry nuiliu*.

a call to food gardeners to bestir

the tune for speed) action na»
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